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Telesales not Telemarketing

Telesales is the profession of pro-actively generating new leads, creatively engaging
with, conversing with, and learning about a prospect and their world. 

Telemarketing is repeatedly delivering a message about your goods and services at
people knowing that eventually one call will resonate with someone.

‘Telesales lead generation’ is qualifying if there is good reason for/or NOT for a further
conversation then selling the next step.

The Sales Alarm

PSYCOLOGICAL REACTENCE

Every prospect has a built-in detector for when they’re being sold to, influenced or
cajoled. This creates PSYCOLOGICAL REACTENCE, and they push back.

/Noun phrase -

a model stating that in response to a perceived threat to—or loss of—a behavioural
freedom, a person will experience psychological reactance (or, more simply, reactance),
a motivational state characterized by distress, anxiety, resistance, and the desire to
restore that freedom.

‘By stating there was “only one left and someone else may buy it” Gary created
Psychological Reactance in the prospect, and they told him to put his head in the bin’



How do I need to sound?

“Emotionless tone hurting as much as the news” – Dan Brown, Angels and Demons

(JFK’s famous inaugural speech in 1961 -  “Ask not what your country can do for you – ask what
you can do for your country,”, The President was coached to deliver the key phrases of his
speech at a speed of under 100 words per minute

The words we use obviously hold importance, but the human brain picks up on the
differences in voice tone a lot quicker than the words spoken. We can spot sarcasm,
insincerity, even a lie! If we are unaware of our voice tone when delivering a message, we
can often be misinterpreted as our tone is not congruent with the message we are trying
to deliver. If you want to grab people’s attention, excite them, and engage with them,
your tone of voice is more important than what you say. 

We make an impression fastest based on the following – 

WORDS (  ) 

VOICE TONE (  ) 

BODY LANGUAGE (   )

To avoid triggering the ‘sales alarm’ we must sound the opposite of what is expected.
Slow down, calm down, sound humble. If we sound excited, too polished, loud or
robotic you will create psychological reactance. 

How do you want your voice to make them feel?
What style of language should you use?
What body language should you adopt?



Hi, can I help you? 

Hi Ken, my name’s Linda and I’m calling you today from a company called… 

How are you today? 

Think about their world
 
Are you a valuable, intriguing and a worthwhile interruption? 

What is your prospect doing at the time you call them? Writing a spreadsheet? Paying a
bill? In a meeting with a member of their team? 

Is your call going to get their attention away from what they’re focusing on? Or will they
put you in the sales bin? 

What are the worst sales calls you’ve received? 

1 

2 

3 

Click whir (Auto responses) 
We have automatic responses saved in our brain used as a safety and time saving
device. When we hear something we’ve heard a lot before, we engage an auto response,
or when we feel threatened (reactance) we give an auto response. 

There must be no doubt in the prospects’ mind that the call is
specifically for them’

 



If it’s, ok?

Is it a good time?

Sorry to disturb you?

I’m just giving you a quick call

How are you today?

What’s the weather like?

That’s what we like to hear!

I’d like to talk to you today about…..

Sandra – we’ve never spoken before 

I’m on your website right now

I’ve been keen to speak with you

I know I’m an interruption to your day

I’ve only got two minutes, so I’ll get to the point

Simon, this maybe an irrelevant call for you

Respect NOT rapport.

Rapport comes from the French word ‘rapport’ meaning connection. You do not need a
connection at the top of the sales funnel. You need them to listen to you. 

You’re an equal – it is not ‘polite’ or good business manners to be
‘subservient’. You must sound like a valuable interruption to someone’s day
to get their ATTENTION!

NO VALUE

VALUABLE 



You get what you ask for, so be very specific 

Unlike further down the sales funnel where you ask to discuss ideas, products and
ultimately for a buying decision. When prospecting or setting an appointment, you tell
them that is what the call is for. You must take the process inch by inch. If you tell them
the call is for anything else, you set the context either too vague (this gets objected to) or
the prospect rings the sales alarm that they’re being sold to (psychological reactance)

Salesperson - “I'd like to tell you about an Expo we have coming up”

Prospect  - “We wouldn’t be interested thank you”

Now you give them the option of saying no to your products. Remember, you are on the
phone to discover if there is any value for both parties in having a deeper conversation.
Be very precise about why you are calling as to leave no doubt what the call is about,
save time and give the correct context. Their auto response will ensure you get to have a
conversation.

Salesperson - “I'm calling specifically as I’ve been keen to arrange a 20-minute meeting
with you”

Prospect  - “Why?”

Off you go into the call! Winner!

What do you sell? What is it? Get to the point!

It’s easy to get rushed into feature vomiting “we do this, and we do that!” – DO NOT
WEE ON PEOPLE.

“Well, you know when….. [discuss a situation that may affect them]

“Most XYZ approach us when [problems]

“Well, I’ve been working closely with XYZs and a lot of the feedback we’ve got is ……..
We’ve got a number of solutions around this, and I wanted to see if it was worth us
having a conversation. I know I’ve called out the blue so maybe we could get 10 minutes
in the diary – are you free this afternoon?”



ABC – Always Be Contracting

When you try classic sales lines at the end of a call you create psychological reactance.
Your prospect will disengage and undo all your hard work. If your request comes out of
the blue, then the human brain is wired in most people to take the safest path in a
situation – the safest path is always ‘no’. 

How do we avoid any surprises? Get them to agree a contract about what will happen on
the call upfront. (This is the same for a face to face/Zoom meeting too.)

On a call

“Ok great, listen, what I’d love to do is take 2 minutes of your time, find out more about
[XYZ company] and briefly explain what we do. If at that point neither of us can see a fit,
I’ll leave you to your day - or if it looks like it’s worth talking further, we could look at
booking a better time to look into it in more depth. Sound fair enough?”

“I wanted to arrange a meeting with you and my boss – we’ve been working closely in
the renewable energy sector and wanted to share some ideas with you. I know 10.30am
on a Tuesday is probably a big interruption to your day but would you give me 90
seconds to explain further? Great!

All I ask is that you give me a straight yes or no at the end then I can get out of your hair
and on with my calling – that ok?”

“Ok listen, what I’d love is to find out a bit more about what you do at XYZ company and
I’ll tell you exactly what I’m after and how it works. If at that point, it’s of no interest fair
enough. All I’ll ask is for you to give me a straight yes or no so I can keep calling round if
needs be and you can get on with your day. Fair enough?”



How do you feel when the only time a ‘friend’ contacts you, is when they need a
‘favour’?

How do you feel when you have an issue/problem, and your friend doesn’t ‘truly’
listen to you?

How do you feel when you’re having a conversation and the other person is
always trying to switch the subject to them, what they’ve done and how they
feel?

Make 3 out of 4 conversations nothing to do with selling/renewing or revenue. 
How could you generate your client – a new client?
What can you share that is of value to them? (News, invites, webinars, articles,
gifts, introductions)
How well do you know them?
How can you demonstrate that you’ve listened to them?
Are you at a headline level or a personal level?
Do you need to write them a dear John?

How do you become valuable?

If the only time you talk with your account, is when you are trying to generate more
revenue – you will ring the sales alarm!

REMEMBER – your goal is to be a trusted partner. It is not about you. 



Example Sales Call openings

“Hi, I tried earlier but didn’t get through, it’s Zain from XXXXX in Toronto, is that
XXXXX? 

“Hi XXXXX, I was keen to have a chat with you after I went on your website and saw
that you do XYZ, I work with XYZs across the South-West, and I was calling
specifically to arrange a date to come and have a chat with you” 
 
“Sharon, good to speak with you. I’ll get straight to the point.”

“Hi Claire, it’s Maddie from WBA – Listen, this might be an irrelevant call for both of
us, but I was keen to take two minutes of your time.” 

“Hi James! Glad I’ve got to speak with you. I’m on your website right now and see you
XYZ. I know at 10am I’m probably an interruption to your day. I was wanting 90
seconds of your time to get your input on some conversations we’ve been having
with wind farms.”

“Hi Karen, I know this is an interruption to your day, but I’m keen to take 30 seconds
of your time…..”

“Robert, we’ve never spoken before, I’m glad I’ve got you for two minutes as I’ve an
idea to I’ve been keen to run past you”

“Hi James, I’ve been talking with XYZ around Merseyside all morning and everyone
seems to be telling me the same thing [INSERT PROBLEMS] Are you finding similar?”

“Karen, I’ve only got a couple of minutes, but I was keen to talk with you. I know you
XYZ, and from the calls I’ve had this morning a lot of people are saying that XYZ is
challenging at the moment, is that the same for yourselves?”

“Hi Karl, I know you currently use XYZ and often do XYZ, so I presume you’re looking
to speed up that process? If you’d be open to it, I’d like to sort a time to show what
we’ve done to help other companies.”

“Hi, I tried earlier but couldn’t get through – it’s Simon from XYZ in Chester.”



“Oh, hey Gary. We haven’t spoken before. I appreciate that at 10am on a Tuesday
morning I’m probably interrupting your day. I’d like to take 90 seconds of your time to
get your input on some conversations we are having with Global Energy companies.
Ok great thanks.”

“Hi Gary – It’s only fair that I tell you that this is a cold call. Do you want to hang up,
or would you be kind enough to give me 90 seconds to explain why I was keen to
speak with you Gary?” 

“Gary, we’ve never spoken before, it’s Chris Dawson from XYZ. Listen Gary, I was
calling specifically as I’ve been keen to book a meeting with you.” 

Why?

“Well, I’ve been working really closely with a number of XYZ, and they originally
approached us saying that they’re frustrated at XYZ and XYZ, I don’t suppose as
opps manager that sounds familiar to you Gary?

Script Yourself
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